FUTURE FOCUSED
LEARNING™ ZONES
Learning has evolved... Has your classroom?

What Are Future Focused Learning™ Zones?
CULTURE
ZONES
Culture Zones provide a place for students
to appreciate and immerse themselves in
experiences such as art, music, history and
religion. They facilitate a widening of the
learners’ awareness of the world around them.
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Higher Order Thinking
Ability To Problem Solve
Analysing Information
Real World Application

Building Community
Respecting Others
Mutual Collaboration
Real World Issues
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Create Connections
Digital Citizenship
Virtual Learning
Embracing Technology
Interdisciplinary Approach

BFX Furniture

Express Creativity
Encourage Creative Minds
Design with Function
Avenues for Expression
Stimulate Imagination
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Variety of Media
Clear & Concise
Effective & Engaging
Meaningful Presentation
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Work
Collaboratively
Group Projects
Team Building
Peer Evaluation
Sharing Knowledge
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Culture Zones can be created by teaming together
diverse furniture pieces, including tiered seating for
viewing presentations and soft seating combined with
vibrant colours to engage and excite.

COMMUNICATE
ZONES
Communication skills are more important than
ever, providing the means by which information
can be presented. Fostering open discussion and
debate in a non-judgemental environmental allows
communication skills to flourish.
Furniture plays an important role in creating zones
where communication can flow freely and effectively.
Communicate Zones can be a small intimate space
or a large auditorium, often containing a variety of
comfortable seating, agile desks and whiteboards.

COLLABORATE
ZONES
Student collaboration is an integral part
of any Future Focused Learning™ environment.
Students learn that collaboration through teamwork
broadens perspectives whilst encouraging innovation.
Effective Collaborate Zones benefit from furniture
that allows students to engage in discussion, as well
as plan and share ideas. Agile desking that allows a
variety of group work configurations, and booths
combined with meeting tables work well in these
areas.

CREATE
ZONES
Create Zones provide the avenue for student
expression. Creating can provide purpose and the
opportunity to express creativity can affect other key
areas of learning.
Create Zones benefit from a diverse range of vibrant
coloured furniture that can be mixed and matched.
Whiteboard top student tables, ottomans and agile
desks combine with smart storage solutions to ensure
creative tools are close to hand.

CONNECT
ZONES
Connectivity allows students to impact a larger
audience and places them in touch with the real
world. Providing zones where students can explore
and connect effectively and respectfully is vital;
whether it is peer-to-peer in the classroom or in
an online environment.
Furniture that allows seamless technology integration
within the classroom is an essential element of these
learning zone. Clever use of tech desks, interactive
whiteboards and soft seating will motive and engage.

CRITICAL
ZONES
The ability to think critically gives students
a means to effectively process and manage
information. This life-long skill allows students to
solve real world problems and ask ‘why?’ The ability
to filter and analyse are essential future focused skills.
Critical Zones provide space for students to engage in
higher order thinking. Soft colours and agile furniture
pieces that can be brought together in groups or
separated for individual work, facilitate reflective
thinking and problem solving activities.

Future Focused Learning™
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